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Reviewer's report:

I have studied the manuscript entitled: Naja naja atra venom ameliorates pulmonary fibrosis by inhibiting inflammatory response and oxidative stress.

I wanted to send my comments via the web system however it says the report is overdue. So I send them in this mail as follow:

1- This article is very informative and has valuable contribution to the field of pulmonary fibrosis. An article of outstanding merit and interest in its field.
2- Few typo error was seen in the manuscript which needs to be corrected.
3- In the method the time (what day) that blood sample has taken for BGA should be mentioned.
4- The discussion of manuscript is mainly the repeat of the results. Discussion should be revised with the purpose of comparison of this work with similar studies. The limitation of this work needs to be declared by authors. Further works for getting better understanding of treatment of pulmonary fibrosis needs to be suggested at the end of manuscript.
5- Finally my decision about this article is: Accept after minor essential revisions (which the authors can be trusted to make).